Irony as a Principle of Structure (1971)
By Cleanth Brooks (United States)
One can sum up modern poetic
technique by calling it the
rediscovery of metaphor and the
full commitment to metaphor. The
poet can legitimately step out
into the universal only by first
going through the narrow door of
the particular. The poet does not
select an abstract theme and then
embellish it with concrete
details. On the contrary, he must
establish the details, must abide
by the details, and through his
realization of the details attain
to whatever general meaning he can
attain. The meaning must issue
from the particulars; it must not
seem to be arbitrarily forced upon
the particulars. Thus, our
conventional habits of language
have to be reversed when we come
to deal with poetry. For here it
is the tail that wags the dog.
Better still, here it is the tail
Cleanth Brooks
of the kite-- the tail that makes
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the kite fly-- the tail that
renders the kite more than a frame of paper blown crazily
down the wind.
The tail of the kite, it is true, seems to
negate the kite’s function: it weights down
something made to rise; and in the same way, the
concrete particulars with which the poet loads
himself seem to deny the universal to which he
aspires. The poet wants to “say” something. Why,
then, doesn’t he say it directly and forthrightly?
Why is he willing to say it only through his
metaphors? Through his metaphors, he risks saying
it partially and obscurely, and risks not saying it
at all. But the risk must be taken, for direct
statement leads to abstraction1 and threatens to take
tail of a kite
us out of poetry altogether.
The commitment to metaphor thus implies, with
respect to general theme, a principle of
indirection. With respect to particular images
and statements, it implies a principle of
organic relationship. That is, the poem
is not a collection of beautiful or
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“poetic” images. If there really existed objects which were somehow
intrinsically “poetic,” still the mere assemblage of these would
not give us a poem. For in that ease, one might arrange bouquets of
these poetic images and thus create poems by formula. But the
elements of a poem are related to each other, not as blossoms
juxtaposed in a bouquet, but as the blossoms are related to the
other parts of a growing plant. The beauty of the poem is the
flowering of the whole plant, and needs the stalk, the leaf, and
the hidden roots.
1. Brooks claims that the
If this figure seems somewhat high
flown, let us borrow an analogy from
quality of “poetic”
another art: the poem is like a little
language is dependent
drama. The total effect proceeds from
on the context in which it
all the elements in the drama, and in a
is presented, yet there
good poem, as in a good drama, there is
are undoubtedly snippets
no waste motion and there are no
of text that are quoted
superfluous parts.
In coming to see that the parts of
out of context (as in
a poem are related to each other
everyday speech or a
organically, and related to the total
literary allusion in
theme indirectly, we have come to see
another text) that are
the importance of context. The memorable
perceived as poetic. How
verses in poetry-- even those which seem
might Brooks explain this
somehow intrinsically “poetic”-- show on
inspection that they derive their poetic
seeming contradiction?
quality from their relation to a
particular context. We may, it is true, be tempted to say that
Shakespeare’s “Ripeness is all”2 Is poetic because it is a sublime
thought, or because it possesses simple eloquence; but that is to
forget the context in which the passage appears. The proof that
this is so becomes obvious when we contemplate such unpoetic lines
as “vitality is all,” “serenity is all,” “maturity is all,”-statements whose philosophical import in the abstract is about as
defensible as that of “ripeness is all.” Indeed, the commonplace
word never repeated five times becomes one of the most poignant
lines in Lear, but it becomes so because of the supporting context.
Even the “meaning” of any particular item is modified by the
context. For what is said is said in a particular situation and by
a particular dramatic character.
The last instance adduced can be most properly regarded as
instances of “loading” from the context. The context endows the
particular word or image or statement with significance. Images so
charged become symbols; statements so charged become dramatic
utterances. But there is another way in which to look at the impact
of the context upon the part. The part is modified by the pressure
of the context.
Now the obvious warping of a statement by the context we
characterize as “ironical.” To take the simplest instance, we say
“this is a fine state of affairs,” and in certain contexts the
statement means quite the opposite of what it purports to say
literally. This is sarcasm, the most obvious kind of irony. Here a
complete reversal of meaning is effected: effected by the context,
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and pointed, probably, by the tone of voice. But the modification
can be most important even though it falls far short of sarcastic
reversal, and it need not be underlined by the tone of voice at
all. The tone of irony can be effected by the skillful disposition
of the context. Gray’s Elegy3 will furnish an obvious example.
Can storied
Back to its
Can Honor’s
Or Flatt’ry

urn or animated bust
mansion call the fleeting breath?
voice provoke the silent dust,
soothe the dull cold ear of death?

In its context, the question is obviously rhetorical. The answer
has been implied in the characterization of the breath as fleeting
and of the ear of death as dull and cold. The form is that of a
question, but the manner in which the question has been asked shows
that it is no true question at all.
These are obvious
instances of irony, and even
2. Brooks claims that there is more than
on this level, much more
one type of verbal irony (“tragic irony,
poetry is ironical than the
self-irony, playful, arch, mocking, or
reader may be disposed to
think. Many of Hardy’s poems
gentle irony, etc.”). How does one
and nearly all of Houseman’s,
know what is intended by an author or
for example, reveal irony
speaker beyond the sort of obvious
quite as definite and overt
reversal of meaning commonly called
as this. Lest these examples,
“irony” (such as sarcasm)?
however, seem to specialize
irony in the direction of the
sardonic, the reader ought to be reminded that irony, even in its
obvious and conventionally recognized forms, comprises a wide
variety of modes: tragic irony, self-irony, playful, arch, mocking,
or gentle irony, etc. The body of poetry which may be said to
contain irony in the ordinary senses of the term stretches from
Lear, on the one hand, to “Cupid and Campaspe Played,”4 on the
other.
What indeed would be a statement wholly devoid of an ironic
potential-- a statement that did not show any qualification of the
context? One is forced to offer statements like “Two plus two
equals four,” or “The square on the hypotenuse of a right triangle
is equal to the sum of the squares on the two sides.” The meaning
of these statements is unqualified by any context;5 if they are
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true, they are equally true in any possible context. These
statements are properly abstract, and their terms are pure
denotations. (If “two” or “four” actually happened to have
connotations for the fancifully minded, the connotations would be
quite irrelevant: they do not participate in the meaningful
structure of the statement.)
But connotations are important in poetry and do enter
significantly into the structure of meaning which is the poem.
Moreover, I should claim also-- as a corollary of the foregoing
proposition-- that poems never contain abstract statements. That
is, any “statement” made in the poem bears the pressure of the
context and has its meaning modified by the context. In other
words, the statements made-- including those which appear to be
philosophical generalizations-- are to be read as if they were
speeches in a drama. Their relevance, their propriety, their
rhetorical force, even their meaning, cannot be divorced from the
context in which they are imbedded.
The principle I state may seem a very obvious one, but I think
that it is nonetheless very important. It may throw some light upon
the importance of the term irony in modern criticism. As one who
has certainly tended to overuse the term irony and perhaps, on
occasion, has abused the term, I am closely concerned here. But I
want to make quite clear what that concern is: it is not to justify
the term irony as such, but rather to indicate why modern critics
are so often tempted to use it. We have doubtless stretched the
term too much, but it has been almost the only term available by
which to point to a general and important aspect of poetry.
Consider this example: The speaker in Matthew Arnold’s “Dover
Beach” states that the world, “which seems to lie before us like a
land of dreams... hath really neither joy nor love nor light...”
For some readers the statement will seem an obvious truism. (The
hero of a typical Hemingway short story or novel, for example, will
say this, though of course in a rather different idiom.) For other
readers, however, the statement will seem false, or at least highly
questionable. In any case, if we try to “prove” the proposition, we
shall raise some very perplexing metaphysical6 questions, and in
doing so, we shall certainly also move away from the problems of
the poem and, finally, from a justification of the poem. For the
lines are to be justified in the poem in terms of the context: the
speaker is standing beside his loved one, looking out of the window
on the calm sea, listening to the long withdrawing roar of the
ebbing tide, and aware of the beautiful delusion of moonlight which
“blanches” the whole scene. The “truth” of the statement, and of
the poem itself, in which it is imbedded, will be validated, not by
a majority report of the association of sociologists, or a
committee of physical scientists, or of a congress of
metaphysicians who are willing to stamp the statement as proved.
How is the statement to be validated? We shall probably not be able
to do better than to apply T. S. Eliot’s test: does the statement
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seem to be that which the mind of
the reader can accept as coherent,
3. In regards to Brooks’
mature, and founded on the facts of
statement about T.S. Eliot’s
experience? But when we raise such
test of validity (when we raise
a question, we are driven to
such a question, we are driven
consider the poem as drama.
to consider the poem as
We raise such further
questions as these: Does the
drama), what is he arguing?
speaker seem carried away with his
Explain.
own emotions? Does he seem to
oversimplify the situation? Or does he, on the other hand, seem to
have won to a kind of detachment and objectivity? In other words,
we are forced to raise the question as to whether the statement
flows properly out of a context; whether it acknowledges the
pressures of the context; whether it is “ironical”-- or merely
callow, glib, and sentimental.
I have suggested elsewhere that the poem which meets Eliot’s
test comes to the same thing as I. A. Richards’ “poetry of
synthesis”-- that is, a poetry which does not leave out what is
apparently hostile to its dominant tone, and which, because it is
able to fuse the irrelevant and discordant, has come to terms with
itself and is invulnerable to irony.7 Irony, then, in this further
sense, is not only an acknowledgment of the pressures of a context.
Invulnerability to irony is the stability of a context in which the
internal pressures balance and mutually support each other. The
stability is like that of the arch: the very forces which are
calculated to drag the stones to the ground actually provide the
principle of support-- a principle in which thrust and
counterthrust become the means of stability.
In many poems the pressures of the context emerge in obvious
ironies. Marvell’s “To His Coy Mistress” or Raleighs “Nymph’s
Reply” or even Gray’s “Elegy” reveal themselves as ironical, even
to readers who use irony strictly in the conventional sense.
But can other poems be subsumed under this general principle,
and do they show a comparable basic structure? The test case would
seem to be presented by the lyric, and particularly the simple
lyric. Consider, for example, one of Shakespeare’s songs:
Who as Silvia: what is she
That all our swains8 commend her?
Holy, fair, and wise is she;
The heavens such grace did lend her,
That she might admired be.
Is she kind as she is fair?
For beauty lives with kindness.
Love doth to her eyes repair,
To help him of his blindness,
And, being help’d, inhabits there.
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Then to Silvia let us sing,
That Silvia is excelling;
She excells each mortal thing
Upon the dull earth dwelling:
To her let us garlands bring.9
On one level the song attempts to answer the question “Who in
Silvia?” and the answer given makes her something of an angel and
something of a goddess. She excels each mortal thing “Upon the dull
earth dwelling,” Silvia herself, of course; dwells upon that dull
earth, though it is presumably her own brightness which makes it
dull by comparison. (The dull earth, for example, yields bright
garlands which the swains are bringing to her.) Why does she excel
each mortal thing? Because of her virtues (“Holy, fair, and wise is
she”), and these are a celestial gift. She is heaven’s darling
(“The heavens such grace did lend her”).
Grace, I suppose refers to
grace
of movement, and some
4. Per Brooks’ discussion of I.A.
readers
will insist that we leave
Richards on the previous
it at that, But since Silvia’s
page, how do the “internal
other virtues include holiness and
pressures” of a text (as in the
wisdom, and since her grace has
Shakespeare lyric being used
been lent from above, I do not
as example), provide a sort of
think that we can quite shut out
the theological overtones.
stability (or “principle of
Shakespeare’s audience would have
structure”-- as in the title of
found it even more difficult to do
this essay)? Explain.
so. At any rate, it is interesting
to see what happens if we are
aware of these overtones. We get a delightful richness, and we also
get something very close to irony.
The motive for the bestowal of grace-- that she might admired
be-- is oddly untheological. But what follows is odder still, for
the love that “doth to her eyes repair” is not, as we might expect,
Christian “charity” but the little pagan god Cupid {“Love doth to
her eyes repair, / To help him of his blindness,”). But if Cupid
lives in her eyes, then the second line of the stanza takes on
another layer of meaning. “For beauty lives with kindness” becomes
not merely a kind of charming platitude-- actually often denied in
human experience. (The Petrarchan lover, for example, as
Shakespeare well knew, frequently found a beautiful and cruel
mistress.) The second line, in this context, means also that the
love god lives with the kind Silvia, and indeed has taken these
eyes that sparkle with kindness for his own.
Is the mixture of pagan myth and Christian theology, then, an
unthinking confusion into which the poet has blundered, or is it
something wittily combined? It is certainly not a confusion, and if
blundered into unconsciously, it is a happy mistake. But I do not
mean to press the issue of the poet’s self-consciousness (and with
it, the implication of a kind of playful irony). Suffice it to say
that the song is charming and delightful, and that the mingling of
elements is proper to a poem which is a deft and light-fingered
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attempt to suggest the quality of divinity with which lovers
perennially endow maidens who are finally mortal. The touch is
light, there is a lyric grace, but the tone is complex,
nonetheless.
I shall be prepared; however, to have this last example thrown
out of court since Shakespeare, for all his universality, was a
contemporary of the metaphysical poets, and may have incorporated
more of their ironic complexity than is necessary or normal. One
can draw more innocent and therefore more convincing examples from
Wordsworth’s Lucy poems.
She dwelt among the untrodden ways
Beside the springs of Dove,
A maid whom there were none to praise
And very few to love;
A violet by a mossy stone
Half hidden from the eye!
Fair as a star, when only one
Is shining in the sky.
She lived unknown, and few could know
When Lucy ceased to be;
But she is in her grave, and, oh.
The difference to me.
Which is Lucy really like-- the violet or the star? The
context in general seems to support the violet comparison. The
violet, beautiful but almost unnoticed, already half hidden from
the eye, is now, as the poem ends, completely hidden in its grave,
with none but the poet to grieve for its
5. In the Lucy poem that
loss. The star comparison may seem only
vaguely relevant-- a conventional and here
Brooks is considering,
a somewhat anomalous compliment. Actually,
what is the relationship
it is not difficult to justify the star
between situational
comparison; to her lover’s eyes, she is
irony, verbal irony, and
the solitary star. She has no rivals, nor
paradox? Explain (refer
would the idea of rivalry, in her
to the Irony Vocabulary
unselfconscious simplicity, occur to her.
The violet and the star thus balance
for help with
each other and between themselves define
definitions).
the situation: Lucy was, from the
viewpoint of the great world, unnoticed, shy, modest, and half
hidden from the eye, but from the standpoint of her lover, she is
the single star, completely dominating that world, not arrogantly
like the sun, but sweetly and modestly, like the star. The implicit
contrast is that so often developed ironically by John Donne in his
poems where the lovers, who amount to nothing in the eyes of the
world, become, in their own eyes, each the other’s world-- as in
“The Good-Morrow,” where their love makes “one little room an
everywhere” or as in “The Canonization,” where the lovers drive
into the mirrors of each other’s eyes the “towns, countries,
courts”-- which make up the great world; and thus find that world
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in themselves. It is easy to imagine how Donne would have exploited
the contrast between the violet and the star, accentuating it,
developing the irony, showing how the violet was really like its
antithesis the star, etc.
Now one does not want to enter an Act of Uniformity against
the poets, Wordsworth is entitled to his method of simple
juxtaposition with no underscoring of the ironical contrast. But it
is worth noting that the contrast with its ironic potential is
there in his poem. It is there in nearly all of Wordsworth’s
successful lyrics. It is certainly to be found in “A slumber did my
spirit seal.”
A slumber did my spirit seal;
I had no human fears:
She seemed a thing that could not feel
The touch of earthly years.
No motion has she now, no force;
She neither hears nor sees,
Rolled round in earth’s diurnal course,
With rocks, and stones, and trees.
The lover’s insensitivity to the claims of mortality is
interpreted as a lethargy of spirit-- a strange slumber. Thus the
“human fears” that he lacked are apparently the fears normal to
human beings. But the phrase has a certain pliability. It could
mean fears for the loved one as a mortal human being; and the lines
that follow tend to warp the phrase in this direction; it does not
occur to the lover that he needs to fear for one who cannot be
touched by “earthly years.” We need not
argue that Wordsworth is consciously using
6. In discussing “A
a witty device, a purposed ambiguity; nor
slumber did my spirit
need we conclude that he is confused. It
seal” (as elsewhere),
is enough to see that Wordsworth has
Brooks seems to be
developed, quite “normally,” let us say, a
developing an
context calculated to pull “human fears”
in opposed directions, and that the
argument about
slightest pressure of attention on the
seeming contradictions
part of the reader precipitates an
in a text as a potential
ironical effect.
marker of irony.
As we move into the second stanza,
Summarize his
the potential irony almost becomes overt.
argument.
If the slumber has sealed the lover’s
spirit, a slumber, immersed in which he
thought it impossible that his loved one could perish, so too a
slumber has now definitely sealed her spirit: “No motion has she
now, no force; / She neither hears nor sees.” It is evident that it
is her unnatural slumber that has waked him out of his. It is
curious to speculate on what Donne or Marvell would have made of
this.
Wordsworth, however, still does not choose to exploit the
contrast as such. Instead, he attempts to suggest something of the
lover’s agonized shock at the loved one’s present lack of motion-8

of his response to her utter and horrible inertness. And how shall
he suggest this? He chooses to suggest it, not by saying that she
lies as quiet as marble or as a lump of clay; on the contrary, he
attempts to suggest it by imagining her in violent motion-violent, but imposed motion, the same motion indeed which the very
stones share, whirled about as they are in earth’s diurnal course.
Why does the image convey so powerfully the sense of something
inert and helpless? Part of the effect, of course, resides in the
fact that a dead lifelessness is suggested more sharply by an
object’s being whirled about by something else than by an image of
the object in repose. But there are other matters which are at work
here: the sense of the girl’s failing back into the clutter of
things, companioned by things chained like a tree to one particular
spot or by things completely inanimate, like rocks and stones.
Here, of course, the concluding figure leans upon the suggestion
made in the first stanza, that the girl once seemed something not
subject to earthly limitations at all. But surely, the image of the
whirl itself is important in its suggestion of something
meaningless-- motion that mechanically repeats itself. And there is
one further element; the girl, who to her lover seemed a thing that
could not feel the touch of earthly years, is caught up helplessly
into the empty whirl of the earth which measures and makes time.
She is touched by and held by earthly time in its most powerful and
horrible image. The last figure thus seems to me to summarize the
poem-- to offer to almost every facet of meaning suggested in the
earlier lines a concurring and resolving image which meets and
accepts and reduces each item to its place in the total unity.
Wordsworth, as we have observed above, does not choose to
point up specifically the ironical contrast between the speaker’s
former slumber and the loved one’s present slumber. But there is
one ironical contrast which he does stress: this is the contrast
between the two senses in which the girl becomes insulated against
the “touch of earthly years.” In the first stanza, she “could not
feel / The touch of earthly years” because she seemed divine and
immortal. But in the second stanza, now in her grave, she still
does not “feel the touch of earthly years,” for, like the rocks and
stones, she feels nothing at all. It is true that Wordsworth does
not repeat the verb “feels”; instead he writes “She neither hears
nor sees.” But the contrast, though not commented upon directly by
any device of verbal wit, is there nonetheless, and is bound to
make itself felt in any sensitive reading of the poem. The
statement of the first stanza has been literally realized in the
second, but its meaning has been ironically reversed.
Ought we, then, to apply the term ironical to Wordsworth’s
poem? Not necessarily. I am trying to account for my temptation to
call such a poem ironical-- not to justify my yielding to the
temptation-- least of all to insist that others so transgress.
Moreover, Wordsworth’s poem seems to me admirable, and I entertain
no notion that it might have been more admirable still had John
Donne written it rather than William Wordsworth. I shall be content
if I can make a much more modest point: namely, that since both
Wordsworth and Donne are poets, their work has at basis a similar
structure, and that the dynamic structure-- the pattern of thrust
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and counterthrust-- which we associate with Donne has its
counterpart in Wordsworth. In the work of both men, the relation
between part and part is organic, which means that each part
modifies and is modified by the whole.
Yet to intimate that there are potential ironies in
Wordsworth’s lyric may seem to distort it. After all, is it not
simple and spontaneous? With these terms we encounter two of the
critical catchwords of the nineteenth century, even as ironical is
in danger of becoming a catchword of our own period. Are the terms
simple and ironical mutually exclusive? What after all do we mean
by simple or by spontaneous? We may mean that the poem came to the
poet easily and even spontaneously: very complex poems may-- indeed
have-- come just this way. Or the poem may seem in its effect on
the reader a simple and spontaneous utterance; some poems of great
complexity possess this quality. What is likely to cause trouble
here is the intrusion of a special theory of composition. It is
fairly represented as an intrusion since a theory as to how a poem
is written is being allowed to dictate to us how the poem is to be
read. There is no harm in thinking of Wordsworth’s poem as simple
and spontaneous unless these terms deny complexities that actually
exist in the poem, and unless they justify us in reading the poem
with only half our minds. A slumber ought not to seal the reader’s
spirit as he reads this poem, or any other poem [...]
Poetry must carry us beyond the abstract creed into the very
matrix out of which, and from which, our creeds are abstracted
[...] That is what, I am convinced, all good poetry does. For the
theme in a genuine poem does not confront us as abstraction-- that
is, as one man’s generalization from the relevant particulars.
Finding its proper symbol, defined and refined by the participating
metaphors, the theme becomes a part of
the reality in which we live-- an
7. Brooks returns again to
insight, rooted in and growing out of
his metaphor of a kite
concrete experience, many-sided, threeand a tail. Explain how
dimensional. Even the resistance to
the comparison works
generalization has its part in this
in terms of his overall
process-- even the drag of the
particulars away from the universal-argument.
even the tension of opposing themes-play their parts. The kite properly loaded, tension maintained
along the kite string, rises steadily against the thrust of the
wind.
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